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Socrates said that moral philosophy deals with 'no small matter, but how we ought to
live'. Beginning with a minimum conception of what morality is, the author offers
discussions of the most important ethical theories. He includes treatments of such
topics as cultural relativism, ethical subjectivism, psychological egoism, and ethical
egoism.
He'd given up solving murders, but old habits-much like skeletons on a beach-don't
always stay buried. By 1923, Scotland Yard's legendary Richard Wikki was done
chasing cold cases: he'd traded murder scenes for a classroom at Yale and peaceful
house by the sea. But when an aspiring journalist brings him a mysterious amulet she
snatched from a crime-scene, her scoop of a lifetime drags Wikki into a conspiracy he
can't escape. Wikki-unwilling to turn the would-be reporter in for stealing evidence, but
knowing it may be a vital clue in the case-agrees to assist her in unraveling the murder.
Together they descend into a world of occult and secrecy, racing against shadowy
forces who will stop at nothing to preserve the amulet's secrets. Uncertain who to trust,
their best chance of survival is to unmask the secret society whose machinations reach
to the very roots of American power. 9 Squares is book one in The Ivy League
Chronicles. If you love history, intrigue, and the roaring twenties, this is the book for
you. Buy 9 Squares and jump into the adventure today!
Ethics: Theory and Contemporary IssuesCengage Learning
Rev. ed. of: Professional nursing / Kay Kittrell Chitty, Beth Perry Black. 6th ed. c2011.
The most accessible introduction to ethical theory, moral reasoning, and contemporary
ethical issues--now shorter and more focused, and still the best value.
Explore the major perspectives in ethical theory and a broad range of contemporary
moral debates with MacKinnon/Fiala's ETHICS: THEORY AND CONTEMPORARY
ISSUES, 9th Edition. Illuminating overviews and a selection of readings from traditional
and contemporary sources make even complex philosophical concepts reader-friendly.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This encomium is a thoughtful and respectful, compression of the one and only, Holy
bible. Compiled in an attempt to enlighten those who get lost reading the lengthy, but allimportant, Word of God; but most importantly, this book conveys the coveted dream of
our Almighty God.
First published in 1971, Rules for Radicals is Saul Alinsky's impassioned counsel to young
radicals on how to effect constructive social change and know “the difference between being a
realistic radical and being a rhetorical one.” Written in the midst of radical political
developments whose direction Alinsky was one of the first to question, this volume exhibits his
style at its best. Like Thomas Paine before him, Alinsky was able to combine, both in his
person and his writing, the intensity of political engagement with an absolute insistence on
rational political discourse and adherence to the American democratic tradition.
"The future is dualist" is the message of this book. It argues that the future progress of
humanity depends on the dualist viewpoint being adopted that takes account of both sides of
an argument and corrects imbalances created by the application of extreme points of view.
Dualist theory concerns dualist or one-to-one interactions and how these can explain many
phenomena in nature and in our society that are inadequately accounted for by the sciences.
The theory is applicable to every aspect of our existence and is all-embracing in the sense of
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giving us an additional way of looking at everything around us. It is a new and different way of
viewing the phenomena already explicated by the sciences in their various ways. Dualist
theory concerns the way that dualist interactions can be used to explain change, complexity
and innovation in the universe, including how these interactions give us an insight into
ourselves and our society. A dualist interaction is a one-to-one relationship between existents
which is harmonious over a period of time and which leads to differences being created. These
differences are caused by the respective interactions. Perhaps the most obvious example is a
male-female relationship in which offspring are produced. Dualist theory also addresses many
of the flaws in human thinking that are currently causing problems throughout the world. It
promises a better future if these flaws are overcome in the manner suggested in this book. The
point is to show how reason can solve our problems. Our reasoning powers are not to be
disparaged just because past ways of thinking are now failing us. We have the brains to solve
our most pressing problems in the long term. It is a matter of improving our ways of thinking
and this has always been the aim of philosophy, though it has lately been remiss in that regard.
We must not allow past and present failures to make us despair of our future and resort to
religion as the only way forward. The later Roman Empire took that path and it crippled
civilisation by terminating intellectual progress. It took centuries to repair the damage caused,
and even yet we are ignorant of much of the history, literature and achievements of the Roman
Empire because so much was lost through religious bigotry. As things stand, an extreme
religious mentality could easily prevail and make it a crime to be doubtful and uncertain of
orthodox beliefs.
Contemporary Debates in Moral Theory features pairs of newly commissioned essays by some
of the leading theorists working in the field today. Brings together fresh debates on the most
controversial issues in moral theory Questions include: Are moral requirements derived from
reason? How demanding is morality? Are virtues the proper starting point for moral theorizing?
Lively debate format sharply defines the issues, and paves the way for further discussion. Will
serve as an accessible introduction to the major topics in contemporary moral theory, while
also capturing the imagination of professional philosophers.
Andrew Fiala's Against Religion, Wars, and States: The Case For Enlightenment Atheism, Just
War Pacifism, and Liberal-Democratic Anarchism argues that we need to overcome the idea of
the nation-state and look toward global justice, that we need to develop a more critical stance
toward religion while embracing enlightened humanism and natural science, and that we need
to look beyond violent solutions to social problems in order to build world peace.
For twenty-eight years, Ethics: Theory and Practice has provided the perfect blend of theory
and application for introductory ethics courses. It presents complex ideas in the clearest and
most complete way so that readers new to the discipline are able to apply what they have
learned to specific contemporary issues. In addition, this text provides guidelines on how to
establish and apply a personal ethical theory. Book jacket.
This is a collection of readings in ethics and moral philosophy. The book gives instructors
flexibility in structuring their ethics courses, allowing them to choose material from historical
selections. This edition includes selections on issues such as euthanasia, abortion, and the
death penalty.
For over 20 years, Corey, Corey, and Callanan's practical, accessible text has helped readers
like you gain the knowledge and skills they need to make important ethical decisions. By
coupling a solid foundation in helping professions theories and codes of ethics with anecdotes
and advice based on their professional experience, the authors teach central ethical issues
from a number of diverse perspectives. With this comprehensive, timely coverage, you'll be
able to develop an internalized, personal perspective that you can apply when dealing with the
range of ethical dilemmas you are likely to encounter.
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nine selections organized into three parts, providing instructors with great
flexibility in designing and teaching a variety of courses in moral philosophy.
Spanning 2,500 years of ethical theory, the first part, Historical Sources, ranges
from ancient Greece to the twentieth century. It moves from classical thought
through medieval views to modern theories, culminating with leading nineteenthand twentieth-century thinkers. The second part, Modern Ethical Theory, includes
many of the most important essays of the past century. The discussion of
utilitarianism, Kantianism, egoism, and relativism continues in the work of major
contemporary philosophers, while landmark selections reflect concern with moral
language and the justification of morality. The concepts of duty, justice, and rights
are explored, as well as recent views on cultural relativism and an ethic
influenced by feminist concerns. In thethird part, Contemporary Moral Problems,
the readings present the current debates over abortion, euthanasia, famine relief,
animal rights, environmentalism, and the use of torture in interrogations, as well
as essays on death and the meaning of life. Wherever possible, each reading is
printed in its entirety. The fifth edition features new readings from Cicero, Barbara
Herman, and Judith Jarvis Thomson; an expanded selection from Joseph Butler's
Fifteen Sermons; and a new translation of Kant's Groundwork for the
Metaphysics of Morals. In addition, the book is supplemented for the first time by
a robust support package. An Instructor's Resource CD contains reading
summaries, essay questions, multiple-choice and true/false questions,
PowerPoint-based lecture outlines, and relevant website links. A Companion
Website at www.oup/us/cahn provides most of the material from the Instructor's
Resource CD along with student resources including interactive self-quizzes,
questions for discussion, and helpful links.
Pamphlet is a succinct statement of the ethical obligations and duties of
individuals who enter the nursing profession, the profession's nonnegotiable
ethical standard, and an expression of nursing's own understanding of its
commitment to society. Provides a framework for nurses to use in ethical analysis
and decision-making.
Questions about how and why the Trump era happened, prompt us to think about
universal themes in politics, philosophy, and morality. This book shows how the
theatre and tragedy of contemporary US politics can be distilled down into the
behavior of three actors: the tyrant, the sycophant and the moron. The bad news
is that there have always been morons, sycophants, and tyrants. The good news
is that once we know this, we can prepare a response. This book clarifies exactly
what it means to be a tyrant, a moron, and a sycophant, and what these moral
failures are common. At times, each of us can be tyrannical, moronic, and
sycophantic. That is why we need reason and virtue, as well as a political system
that restrains our worst inclinations. The ancient Greeks understood this, as did
the American founders. The Trump era would be familiar to the Greeks and can
help us understand the whirlwind of political theatre that has dominated our
contemporary society.
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"'On the origin of Mind' is a detailed description of how the mind works. It explains
the dynamics from the neuronal level upwards to the scale of group behaviour,
society and culture."--Publisher's website.
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL ETHICS provides students with a sound introduction
to ethical theory and contemporary moral issues through engaging readings on
today's most hotly debated topics. Among other topics, coverage includes
environmental ethics and animal rights, the limits of personal liberty, war and the
struggle against terrorism, marriage and sexual morality, the death penalty, gun
control, and abortion and euthanasia. The volume begins with two introductory
essays written for beginning students by the editor, William H. Shaw, on the
nature of morality and competing normative theories. These are followed by five
other essays on ethical theory by classical and contemporary authors. The book's
next 12 sections explore a wide-range of real-world ethical issues. In all, the book
is composed of 53 articles (11 of which are new to this edition). To ensure that
the text is as accessible as it is relevant, Shaw has edited every article with an
eye toward readability, provided introductions and study questions before the
essays, as well as review and discussion questions after them, and highlighted
key passages to help students focus on important points and concepts.
Living Ethics: An Introduction with Readings is an ideal all-in-one resource for
courses in introduction to ethics and contemporary moral problems. In this hybrid
textbook/reader, Russ Shafer-Landau brings moral theory and contemporary
moral issues to life with a comprehensive and balanced set of readings, uniquely
engaging explanations, and clear analysis of arguments. The book balances
coverage of moral reasoning (in Part 1) with highly relevant contemporary moral
problems (in Part 2).
KEEP CALM AND BE A PRINCESS! Do you enjoy writing in old fashion
notebooks and journals? Then you need the Keep Calm and Be A Princess
Notebook Laptop Or Paper Notebook? Technology promises to make our lives
more productive. Indeed, some things are faster and easier than ever.
Unfortunately, a lot of technology is designed for the task, not for the user. As a
result, people are able to take more notes, yet understand less. Have you ever
taken copious notes in a class or meeting using your computer only to realize
afterwards you still didn't understand? Taking notes on paper forces you to
synthesize rather than merely transcribe. Imagine you were wrongly accused of a
crime and the world's most experienced court stenographer offered to represent
you for free. Would you try to save a buck or shell out the money on an
experienced attorney? The stenographer has heard as many court arguments,
been in as many trials, listened to as many verdicts as most attorneys. However,
their experience has primarily been that of transcription, not of comprehension
and understanding. Because you desire comprehension and understanding
rather than simple transcription, the Keep Calm and Be A Princess Notebook is a
must. Studies About Benefits of Paper Notebooks Don't just take my word, based
on a study conducted at UCLA, the Association for Psychological Science
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indicated that "taking notes by hand is better than taking notes on a laptop for
remembering". Will you take advantage of this knowledge to gain an edge on
your competition at school, work, or business? How will better understanding
make things help you achieve your goals? Organize Your Life Get rid of little
scraps of paper you use to capture inspirations and ideas, daily tasks, notes, and
phone numbers. Use the Keep Calm and Be A Princess Notebook to neatly
organize your life. Feel Better By Logging Your Progress In my corporate days,
I'd instruct employees to write down accomplishments as they happened. During
annual reviews, we are bogged down with current issues and activities and it's
hard to remember the great things we did 9, 6, or even 3 months ago. Write down
your accomplishments with your hobbies, weight loss, and other life goals. Use
the Keep Calm and Be A Princess Notebook notebook to look back feel good
about yourself and the things you've done! FREE BONUS INSIDE Included
inside is a link to download a free copy or an amazing adult coloring book
featuring mandalas, animals and butterflies. Aside from enjoying your Keep Calm
and Be A Princess Notebook, enjoy hours of enjoyment and relaxation with
beautiful adult coloring pages. Inside, you'll find: 100 pages for writing A link to
download a FREE adult coloring book What Really Matters? Think about the
importance of your birth certificate, marriage certificate, property deeds, or even
the laws that govern our society...the stuff that really matters goes onto paper!
Make what you do matter! Buy the Keep Calm and Be A Princess Notebook
today, make what you write matter! ! Click the Buy button at the top of the page
to begin.
An anthology of readings, legal perspectives, and cases in business ethics. Ethical Theory and
Business provides students with a strong understanding of ethics in business. Case studies, a
discussion of ethical theory, and a diverse range of perspectives on specific topics give
students the tools needed to address ethical situations in business and challenge them to think
for themselves. Learning Goals Upon completing this book readers will be able to: * Reflect on
ethical and sustainable business practices * Understand the role of ethics in all function areas
of business including management, marketing, international business, human resources,
finance, and accounting * Discuss the most pressing issues confronting business leaders today
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN BUSINESS ETHICS, 6E introduces readers to business ethics
by focusing on the influence of market mechanisms and social values on workplace norms.
And because business is increasingly a global enterprise, this edition emphasizes the role of
ethics both at home and abroad. CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN BUSINESS ETHICS, 6E also
takes time to look at ethics from the unique perspectives of either employee or employer.
Along the way, readers also learn about such topics as ethical relativism, ethics and the law,
virtue ethics, and ethical decision-making. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
In the field of law enforcement in the United States, it is essential to know the contemporary
problems being faced and combine that knowledge with empirical research and theoretical
reasoning to arrive at best practices and an understanding of policing. Policing in America,
Eighth Edition, provides a thorough analysis of the key issues in policing today, and offers an
issues-oriented discussion focusing on critical concerns such as personnel systems,
organization and management, operations, discretion, use of force, culture and behavior,
ethics and deviance, civil liability, and police-community relations. A critical assessment of
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police history and the role politics played in the development of American police institutions is
also addressed, as well as globalization, terrorism, and homeland security. This new edition
not only offers updated research and examples, it also incorporates more ways for the reader
to connect to the content through learning objectives, discussion questions, and "Myths and
Realities of Policing" boxes. Video and Internet links provide additional coverage of important
issues. With completely revised and updated chapters, Policing in America, Eighth Edition
provides an up-to-date examination of what to expect as a police officer in America. In full
color, including photographs and illustrations Video links provide additional coverage of topics
discussed in the text Learning objectives, critical thinking questions, and review questions in
every chapter help to reinforce key concepts Updated figures and “Myths and Realities of
Policing boxes provide important context Includes all-new content, such as further coverage of
violent crime reduction programs, gangs, and drug use Access to student and instructor
ancillaries, including Self-Assessments, Case Studies, Test Bank, and PowerPoint Lecture
Slides
Chyna (born Joan Marie Laurer; December 27, 1970) is an American former professional
wrestler, actress, bodybuilder, and pornographic film actress. Laurer first rose to prominence in
the professional wrestling promotion the World Wrestling Federation (WWF) in 1997, where
she performed under the ring name Chyna and was billed as the "Ninth Wonder of the World"
Closely examine the major areas of ethical theory as well as a broad range of contemporary
moral debates using MacKinnon's acclaimed ETHICS: THEORY AND CONTEMPORARY
ISSUES, Sixth Edition. Recognized for its breadth of coverage, this book provides a superbly
balanced introduction that effectively integrates ethical theory with today's most relevant moral
issues. Illuminating overviews and a selection of readings from both traditional and
contemporary sources make even complex philosophical concepts reader friendly.
Comprehensive, clear-sighted introductions to general and specific areas of ethical debate
cover major ethical theories, including feminist ethics and ethical relativism, before delving into
issues ranging from euthanasia and sexual morality to war and professional ethics. New
readings from prominent ethicists help increase this edition's coverage of contemporary
dilemmas with widespread impact, including torture and the Abu Ghraib prison scandal, "partial
birth" abortion, cloning, same-sex marriage, and Wikipedia and Google. The book's new
CengageNOW™ online learning system builds upon the book's highly effective presentation
with Personalized Study Plans that match multimedia learning tools to your specific learning
style and needs. New integrated Ethics Learning Modules use flash-animated ethics
simulations to help you practice what you've learned. Trust ETHICS: THEORY AND
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES, Sixth Edition, to integrate theory and contemporary moral issues
like no other text.
Humanitarians are required to be impartial, independent, professionally competent and
focused only on preventing and alleviating human suffering. It can be hard living up to these
principles when others do not share them, while persuading political and military authorities
and non-state actors to let an agency assist on the ground requires savvy ethical skills. Getting
first to a conflict or natural catastrophe is only the beginning, as aid workers are usually and
immediately presented with practical and moral questions about what to do next. For example,
when does working closely with a warring party or an immoral regime move from practical
cooperation to complicity in human rights violations? Should one operate in camps for
displaced people and refugees if they are effectively places of internment? Do humanitarian
agencies inadvertently encourage ethnic cleansing by always being ready to 'mop-up' the
consequences of scorched earth warfare? This book has been written to help humanitarians
assess and respond to these and other ethical dilemmas.
Closely examine the major areas of ethical theory as well as a broad range of contemporary
moral debates using MacKinnon's acclaimed ETHICS: THEORY AND CONTEMPORARY
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ISSUES, International Edition. Illuminating overviews and a selection of readings from both
traditional and contemporary sources make even complex philosophical concepts reader
friendly. Comprehensive, clear-sighted introductions to general and specific areas of ethical
debate cover major ethical theories, including feminist ethics, contract theory, and ethical
relativism, before delving into issues ranging from euthanasia and sexual morality to war and
globalization. A broader range of voices and philosophical traditions in this edition includes
continental and non-Western philosophers, with new readings from prominent ethicists.
Increased coverage of contemporary dilemmas highlights issues of widespread interest,
including torture and terrorism, "partial birth" abortion, cloning, same-sex marriage, and global
distributive justice.An innovative online resource center offers, among other things, animated
simulations. These simulations allows you to personally engage with dilemmas and thought
experiments commonly presented in introduction to ethics classes and provide instructors with
a way to seamlessly integrate online assignments into the class.

Learn about ethical theory and how these theories apply to contemporary moral
debates using MacKinnon's acclaimed ETHICS: THEORY AND CONTEMPORARY
ISSUES, Concise, International Edition. This book expertly balances ethical theory with
today's most relevant moral issues, including torture, "partial birth" abortion, cloning,
same-sex marriage, and Wikipedia and Google.
Whether the Bush administration's actions in the run up to the invasion of Iraq were
those of misguided idealists or cynical manipulators, their reliance on just war principles
to justify their invasion illustrates the dangers of what Fiala (philosophy, California State
U.) dubs the "just war myth." Whereas just war theory ought to guide us towards an
understanding of how difficult it is to fight a war with justice, it is instead often used as a
shield to fend off such judgments, thus becoming a myth that shelters war from
criticism. Guided by this perspective, Fiala offers his thoughts on war and pacifism in
general and, more specifically, on the invasion of Iraq and the "War on Terror."
Annotation ©2008 Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
Learn how to think beyond the theoretical in any environment. Ethics & Issues in
Contemporary Nursing, 1st Edition examines the latest trends, principles, theories, and
models in patient care to help you learn how to make ethically sound decisions in
complex and often controversial situations. Written from a global perspective, examples
throughout the text reflect current national and international issues inviting you to
explore cases considering socio-cultural influences, personal values, and professional
ethics. Historical examples demonstrate how to think critically while upholding moral
and professional standards, as well as the law. Key topics throughout explore advocacy
and rights, diversity, nurse burnout, mass casualty events, social media, violence in the
workplace, medication error prevention, opioid and other substance use, HIPAA, and
healthcare reform. In addition, this new title contains supplemental case studies and
review questions to further challenge and prepare you to make morally sound decisions
in any healthcare setting. NEW! Case Presentations from the United States and around
the World address ethical dilemmas across the practice of nursing. NEW! Think About It
boxes present provocative questions within every case presentation. NEW! Thoroughly
up-to-date and well referenced content ensures material presented is accurate. NEW!
Straightforward and conversational writing style makes content interesting and
understandable. NEW! Review questions on Evolve allow students to practice what
they have learned. NEW! Case studies on Evolve help students apply the theoretical
concepts they have learned. NEW! Ask Yourself questions integrated into each chapter
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help students understand the relevance of the material. NEW! Discussion questions
and Activities within every chapter encourage students to think beyond the theoretical.
NEW! Summary and Highlights within every chapter make it easier for students to
thoroughly understand key elements.
In a world where heroes were forced into retirement in the aftermath of a nuclear attack
on America Michael Sanders must rise to the occasion and discover what it means to
live and rise up from underneath The Long Shadow.
Defending pacifism against the charge that it is naïvely utopian, Transformative
Pacifism offers a critical theory of the existing world order, and points in the direction of
concrete ethical and political action. Pacifism is a transformative philosophy with wide
ranging implications. It aims to transform political, social, and psychological structures.
Its focus is deep and wide. It is similar to other transformative social theories: feminism,
ecology, animal welfare, cosmopolitanism, human rights theory. Indeed, behind those
theories is often the pacifist idea that violence, power, and domination are wrong.
Pacifist theory raises consciousness about unjustifiable violence. This in turn leads to
transformations in practical life. Many other books defend nonviolence and pacifism by
focusing on failed justifications of war, as well as on the strategic value of nonviolence.
This book begins by reviewing and accepting those sort of arguments. It then focuses
on what a commitment to pacifism and nonviolence means in terms of a variety of
practical issues. Pacifists reject the violent presuppositions of a society based upon
power, strength, nationalism, and the system of militarized nation-states. Pacifism
transforms psychological, social, political, and economic life. This book will be of
interest to those who are disenchanted with ongoing violence, violent rhetoric,
terrorism, wars, and the war industry. It gives anyone with pacifist sympathies
reassurance: pacifists are not wrong to think that violence and war are immoral,
irrational, and insane and that there is always an alternative.
Justice, Crime, and Ethics, a leading textbook in criminal justice programs, examines
ethical dilemmas pertaining to the administration of criminal justice and professional
activities in the field. Comprehensive coverage is achieved through focus on law
enforcement, legal practice, sentencing, corrections, research, crime control policy, and
philosophical issues. The contributions in this book examine ethical dilemmas
pertaining to the administration of criminal justice and professional activities in the field.
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